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America has decided: Trump, you’re hired

Photos by Xander Fu and Jack Lambert/The Observer

Over 150 CWU students rallied in the SURC Pit on Tuesday, Nov. 8 to show their support for their political candidates as the election results poured in during ASCWU and CLCE’s Election Night Bash.

By Kailan Manandic

news@cwuobserver.com | @KailanManandic

Donald Trump has been elected as America’s 45th president in what is being called a
shocking victory over Hillary Clinton.
Trump addressed the nation in a victory
speech in the first hours of Wednesday morning and focused on a more moderate note by
calling for respect toward Clinton and unity
among the nation.
“Now it’s time for America to bind the
wounds of division,” Trump said. “To all Republicans and Democrats and Independents
across this nation, I say it is time for us to get
together as one united people.”

Clinton echoed this call for unity as she addressed her supporters Wednesday morning
after conceding the race.
“Last night I congratulated Donald Trump
and offered to work with him on behalf of
our country,” she said. “I hope that he will be
a president for all of our country.”
Wednesday morning has also seen many
protests across the country. Protesters rose
up from California to the White House after Trump’s victory speech according to The
Guardian.
Trump and Clinton supporters gathered
outside the White House in opposing rallies
CNN reported. Protests additionally broke

out at numerous university campuses.
The Guardian reported protesters chanting “F--- Donald Trump!” at California
universities along with trash fires and broken
windows in Oakland, California.
President Barack Obama weighed in on
Wednesday morning and said he was heartened by Trump’s call for unity in the wake of
his victory.
“We are now all rooting for his success in
uniting and leading the country,” Obama
said. “We all want what’s best for this country.”
CWU has remained a calm environment
after the Election Night Bash in the SURC

Pit Tuesday night. Over 150 students attended the event which hosted a number of both
Clinton and Trump supporters.
The night remained respectful and ASCWU Vice President of Legislative Affairs
J.R. Siperly said he is thankful for the crowd’s
maturity level.
Wyatt Spithaler, a senior in clinical physiology and Trump supporter said this outcome
was particularly special for him.
Spithaler received death threats earlier this
year for his support of Trump but called for
unity and maturity from both sides.
“We’re all adults and we should be respectful,” he said.

Wildcat seniors look to finish last season on top
By Ryan Kinker

Sports@cwuobserver.edu | @RKinker94

As the season changes from fall to
winter, seniors on Central Washington
University’s football team are looking
ahead to their last collegiate game on
Saturday.
“It’s surreal,” Uso Olive, senior defensive lineman, said. “Honestly it feels like
just yesterday that it was fall camp. It
really happened so fast. You take things
for granted, and it happened in the blink
of an eye.”
Senior safety Max McIntosh shares
Olive’s sentiment about how the last
game is going to feel.
“It’s a bittersweet feeling,” McIntosh,
who transferred to CWU from Division

I school University of Idaho, said. “I
would love to finish out strong. I think
one of the hardest parts is that I’ve
developed so many great relationships
through this whole process and met a lot
of good people and life-long friends.”
CWU (6-3 overall, 5-2 GNAC) will
face Humboldt State (6-4 overall, 3-4
GNAC) Saturday, who the Wildcats beat
42-17 on Oct. 8 earlier in the season.
While CWU dominated the first
match-up between the two teams, head
coach Ian Shoemaker doesn’t think that
takes away from how hard fought this
upcoming game should be.

- See “Seniors” page 11

Xander Fu/The Observer

CWU football charges the field during one of their home games against Dixie State early in the season.
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Cannabis wins big across the U.S.
By Jonathan Olsen-Koziol
news@cwuobserver.com @JonKoziol

Marijuana policy saw shocking results alongside the presidential election Tuesday night.
Nearly all of the states voting
on medical and recreational
marijuana voted for legalization.
California,
Massachusetts
and Nevada have legalized
recreational marijuana as of
Wednesday morning. Arizona
rejected its measure and Maine
is too close to call on Nov. 9.
Arkansas, Florida, Montana
and North Dakota all passed
measures legalizing medical
marijuana.
This election has continued
the push towards nationwide
legalization. In a recent Gallup
poll, 60 percent of Americans
support legalizing marijuana
NPR reported. This is the highest level in the past 50 years.
Here is a rundown of the
states who voted on legal marijuana in what could be a landmark moment in marijuana advocacy:
California
No surprise here, but California voted yes for recreational
pot. High Times reported that
polls showed strong support for
Proposition 64 before the election.
Legal weed in the world’s
fifth largest economy will put

a lot of pressure on the federal
government to decide if continuing the prohibition is wise.
Massachusetts
While legal weed has become
a staple on the west coast, Massachusetts has brought legal
marijuana to the east coast.
Nevada
The battleground state was
also to be a battleground for
cannabis on Nov. 8. But Nevada became the third state to
approve a recreational cannabis
law according to The Guardian.
The west coast is now an even
stronger stronghold for stoners.
Arizona
Arizona could be the only
state to reject its marijuana
measure depending on the outcome of Maine. Proposition
205 was meant to legalize recreational marijuana.
These four states and Maine
voted on recreational marijuana last Tuesday with California
being a key state. According
to The Guardian, advocates
and opponents agree that this
could be an “international
game-changer” for U.S. pot
policy.
Medical Policies
Additionally, four more states
voted on and passed medical
marijuana policies. Florida
passed a state constitutional
amendment legalizing medical
marijuana early Tuesday night.
North Dakota approved

Results on weed
legalization
Recreational:
• California - passed
• Massachusetts - passed
• Nevada - passed
• Arizona - rejected
• Maine - Undecided as
of midday Wednesday
Medical:
• Florida - passed
• North Dakota - passed
• Arkansas - passed
• Montana - passed

Measure 5 which allows weed
to be used as a treatment for diseases including epilepsy, cancer
and Aids.
Arkansas also passed its measure that allows qualified patients to buy medical marijuana from government licensed
dispensaries according to The
Guardian.
Montana passed Initiative
182 hat allows marijuana dispensaries to re-open after the
state Supreme Court ordered
them to close last August.
As of Wednesday morning
these seven states have to legalize marijuana in some form.
This could become eight states
depending on what Maine decides as the vote is currently too
close to call.
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As of 11 p.m. on Tuesday, the
newsroom was split. The election
was playing out on multiple computer screens across the room as
we watched the results play out
before us.
A few of the editors and reporters even hunkered down in
the SURC Pit to watch the night
unfold with the 150 or so students that joined in for the Election Night Bash.
Within the newsroom we have
a fairly decent divide of conservatives, liberals and middle-ofthe-roaders who work on the
paper. The majority of us tend
to fall in the middle, making this
election even more difficult to
watch since most of us weren’t
thrilled with either candidate (a
sentiment that I think we can
safely say is mutual throughout
the country).
We even had one reporter going as far as sitting in the corner
of the newsroom, reading his
Facebook feed and describing in
depth what the trenches of social
media had to say.
Let’s just say it wasn’t exactly
the most inspiring commentary
that the newsroom has ever been
subjected to…
But at 1 a.m., when we knew
that Donald Trump would be our
next president and we sent off
our final updates on the election,
I couldn’t help but think that our
country would’ve been okay regardless of who was elected.
And sure enough when I woke
up the morning after the election, I wasn’t surprised that we
were still the same country that
we were on Tuesday before any
results came in.
Granted, there are protests occurring across the nation as we
speak. Individuals are expressing
their frustrations and confusion
over how someone with little-tono political experience could be
chosen as the next leader of the
free world.
I’d like to note that many of
the protestors that I have seen
on the news have been from
universities, shouting “Fuck
Donald Trump.” While the fact
that they are being so vocal and
exercising their individual rights
is praiseworthy, I don’t see much
progress to come from shouting
profanity in the streets following
the decision.
As college students we tend to
be caught between being stuck
in between the education system
and what everyone likes to refer
to as “the real world.” We often
overlook the fact that children
have access to media and are
consuming everything that we

Social Media Manager
Joey Castonguay @CWUObserver
Faculty Adviser
Cynthia Mitchell adviser@cwuobserver.com

Advertising

put out there for the world to see,
including our protests (peaceful
or not).
To many of these children,
we are older siblings or relatives. Maybe we’re just the next
generation that they will aspire
to be like. Either way, this is our
chance to show them how educated, respectable individuals react to adversity.
They will either see us carry-on and persevere for the betterment of our country, or they
will watch us crumble under this
severe divide that we can continue to harbor.
That choice falls to us, and we
need to be aware of it as we post
on social media and respond to
counterarguments.
In all honesty, it was the statewide elections that blew me away.
An initiative to gradually increase minimum-wage over the
next several years also passed in
Washington.
The impact of this vote sounds
great–in theory. But did voters
truly think of the impact of this
before voting? As the child of a
small business owner, I have to
say I’m disappointed in this decision.
I’ve grown up in a community that thrives on the support
of small businesses, but this initiative could harm that environment.
For a corporation, this change
will probably be only a minor
bump, but for a small company
this could be detrimental.
Maybe I’m simply looking at
the negative aspects of this, but
I believe that the importance of
local issues is constantly overlooked in the grand scheme of
the election. Local issues matter
and we need to take note of their
impact as well.
However, at the end of the day
it doesn’t matter what the results
say. We have the power to unite
this nation, regardless of the
votes and regardless of the individual that will occupy the Oval
Office.
This is a time where we need
to turn to each other for support
and guidance on issues that will
affect us all, not turn our backs
on our neighbors just because
their ballot looks different.
You will choose whether this
nation stands tall or fails. Continue to stay positive and don’t
turn to hatred as your answer.
No matter where you fall on the
political spectrum, just remember that we are all Americans
and above all, we are all humans.
Good luck, Wildcats.
-McKenzie Lakey, EIC

Editorial policy: The Observer is a public forum for student expression, in
which student editors make policy and content decisions. The mission of the Observer is two-fold; to serve Central Washington University as a newspaper and to provide
training for students who are seeking a career in journalism. The Observer seeks to
provide complete, accurate, dependable information to the campus and community;

Photography Editor
Jack Lambert photo@cwuobserver.com

Tara Long advertising@cwuobserver.com
Central Washington University
400 East University Way
Bouillon Hall 232B
Ellensburg, WA 98926

Graphic Designer
Taylor Morrell editor@cwuobserver.com

Student Ad Manager
Vittorio Giampapa advertising@cwuobserver.com

large. It provides a forum for students to learn the ethics, values, and skills needed to
succeed in their chosen career. If you have questions call (509) 963 -1073 or e-mail us

to provide a public forum for the free debate of issues, ideas and problems facing
the community at large, and to be the best source for information, education and
entertainment news. As a training program, the Observer is the practical application
of the theories and principles of journalism. It teaches students to analyze and
communicate information that is vital to the decision making of the community at

at cwuobserver@gmail.com
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Student veterans will speak at panel

Xander Fu/The Observer

The CWU veterans center is apart of hosting the veteran’s panel that will be on Thusday, Nov. 10 a day before Veteran’s Day.

By Samuel Beaumonte
news@cwuobserver.com | @cwuobserver

This friday is Veteran’s Day
and CWU is celebrating early with a veterans panel in the
Student Union Recreation Center (SURC) Pit at 4 p.m. this
thursday, where four veterans
have volunteered to sit in on
the panel and answer student’s
questions about military service
and what comes afterward.
“We have a few questions

that have been established from
previous panels that we’ll be
addressing,” said Steven Foy, a
senior and student veteran pursuing a psychology major and
human resources minor who
came up with the idea and setup for this year’s veterans panel.
While a few questions from
previous panel will be touched
upon, this panel will focus on
talking about questions posed
from the audience.
“I wanted to reinvent the
ways Central and it’s students

celebrate veterans day,” Foy
said. “It’s kind of a joke in the
veteran community and it feels
like more of an obligation for
civilians. Changes I’d like to
see [are] more involvement between students and veterans so
that it’ll be easier for them to
share their stories and not be
ashamed of it.”
CWU senior Joel Ortega, a
psychology major with a minor
in business management helped
with the setup for this year’s veterans panel with a similar goal

of Foy’s in mind.
“We’re basically trying to
build that bridge between veterans and civilians and breaking down stigma,” Ortega said.
“We want to bridge that gap and
make the connections more
friendly. We want to recognize
veterans and let them know that
they’re not alone.”
Veterans returning from active duty often report problems
acclimating to civilian life, the
panel is just one of the ways for
veterans and student veterans
alike to share their stories with
civilians who may not understand what it’s like coming back
from a life in the military.
“They feel neglected, like
they’re at the bottom of the
food chain when they come
back with so many hoops and
hurdles to go through with the
veteran’s administration,” Ortega said.
Foy speaks from personal
experience when he talks about
veterans and how they feel after
returning, and his viewpoints
are shared with many of the
student veterans who will be
participating in the panel.
“Veteran’s feel like they’re
in the shadows when they get
back, losing their sense of purpose and sense of community,”
Foy said. “As a whole they go
through a lot of phases from

military service and acclimating
back to civilian life can be very
hard.”
When it comes to recovery veterans commonly turn
to each other for support, and
while veteran services offer assistance many veterans have
experienced difficulty while
working through government
regulations.
“The veteran population
around the country is [about]
3 percent, while .47 percent
served in current wards and .97
percent of the country is actively serving,” Foy said. “The
veteran community is not big
enough to make a change in
the government but they are big
enough to help each other out.
We want civilians to understand
the problems in how the military deals with soldiers leaving
the military.”
Foy hopes that the panel will
help educate the public about
the issues veterans face, and the
difficulties they have with government policies and as a goal
he wants the student community’s help in making government
change.
“It’d take the whole civilian
population to make a government change, as a veteran myself I appreciate those that are
standing up for us,” Foy said.
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FACES OF THE ELECTION

Photos by Jack Lambert and Xander Fu/The Observer
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OPINION

EDITOR: McKenzie Lakey editor@cwuobserver.com

‘Grab a Kleenex...because everything will be okay’
By Ray Payne
paynera@cwu.edu

Take a deep breath. Grab a
Kleenex a dry your tears because everything will be okay.
As I watched one of the most
stunning political upsets that
have ever happened. First off,
to all you Hilary supporters, I
know what it feels like to support
a campaign and then watch as
your candidate has to concede.
I was an intern for Rand Paul
back when he was running for
president, and it felt kind of bad
knowing my candidate had to
give up while Donald Trump
stayed.
Now, I want this election to
be lesson to everyone. I want
it to show that you can’t get to
the White House by shaming
those who disagree with you and
quickly jumping to call them
racist and making it hard for
there to be any discussion.
You know what happens
when you shame conservatives?
It doesn’t make them any less
conservative, it will either make
them become very loud as a

backlash or they will be quiet
voters who still disagree with
you. I know this, because this is
how I felt.
I am a proud African-American man, who voted for Donald
Trump. I now am being referred
to as an “Uncle Tom,” or being told me and other minority
votes who voted for him are just
being used or mislead and don’t
even know.
That’s awful, and racist, to
assume that just because I’m
black and I voted for someone
like Trump or that I voted for
the GOP, that I can’t possibly
have been educated on everything and voted with my conscience. Nope, apparently I’m
just a pawn, because that’s not
belittling at all.
I know I once wrote criticizing
the man. But thoughts and ideas
can change. There are things
that Hilary Clinton supported,
that I absolutely cannot support.
So don’t say I just voted party
lines, or that I didn’t do enough
research or say that I obviously
have support him in everything
he does, because I don’t, don’t
tie that to me.
I don’t understand why this
election has made it so hard for
people to believe that millions of
honest Americans with no malice in their heart looked at their

ballot, considered the choices, talking about the right to choose
had background knowledge and and abortion, that’s a whole
weren’t “Just fed conspiracy the- other argument, and there are
people who genuinely don’t see
ories and lies from Fox News.”
That is so insulting to the in- abortion as a women’s rights or
telligence of people who voted, human rights issue, but a life or
and I don’t understand why death issue.
Yes, I am a male, but I don’t
some have set out to be as hurtful as possible in the wake of this think women should fear that
now men are going to grope or
election.
Next, it hurts me to see how sexually assault them more now,
this election has affected people it’s not acceptable, it never was
close to me, on both sides. I have acceptable, the people who vothad to sit here and watch my ed for Donald Trump didn’t see
father refer to all Trump sup- it as acceptable.
I may have voted for the man,
porters as “dumbasses,” and say
that whatever happens after this but I have a fantastic mother,
two amazing sisters and a truly
election is our fault.
amazing girlNow he’s
not
alone,
friend and I
the amount
will always
The sun will continue to stand up to
of
articles
rise and shine brightly protect them
and
social
media posts
and ensure
upon our country.
I’ve
seen
their safety.
have honestHispanly disgusted
ics, Trump’s
and saddened me. I’m sorry you rhetoric can be scary, but I can
feel afraid, but I honestly believe promise you that you are safe.
you shouldn’t. LGBTQ+ rights Same to you Muslim Ameriare not under fire by Trump cans. You both have rights, you
right now. The process it would both have human rights, I see
take for those to be truly affect- the humanity in you all and so
ed, is long and drawn out and does the majority of Americans
will be fought with heavy oppo- regardless of what the media or
internet says.
sition, including from me.
If you read this and thought
Women’s rights are not being
threatened currently. If you’re “He’s completely out of his

“

”

mind, I don’t agree with this at
all,” that’s fine, you read it and
gave me a chance and that’s all
I could ask of you. If you came
to me with an open mind, thank
you.
I hope we all can listen to
Hilary Clinton and accept that
Donald Trump is going to be
our president and “We owe him
an open mind and a chance to
lead.” If this turns out to be an
unsuccessful presidency, we will
get through it, this won’t be the
end of our nation. I promise
that. I promise that things may
look rough but we still need to
keep moving along, working
hard, staying focus and being
the best most productive people
possible.
I don’t believe our future is
bleak. I don’t believe that our
entire country is now racist,
homophobic, transphobic, xenophobic, sexist, or uneducated. I’ve lived in a lot of places
around the U.S., and there are
amazing people out there who
are just doing what they feel is
in everyone’s best interest, and I
trust that.
So everyone, even though I
know it will be hard, stay positive, please. The sun will continue to rise and shine brightly
upon our country.

‘Love will not trump hate in Donald Trump’s America’
By Ryan Kinker
Kinkerr@cwu.edu

I am the personification of
everything that’s wrong with this
country. I am an overweight,
heterosexual,
cis-gendered,
white male with blonde hair and
blue eyes. I could be the poster
child for Donald Trump’s campaign; though I guess now I
should say his presidency.
Yet I cannot find the right
words to express how I feel right
now.
Trump’s picture will now
hang in every U.S. Embassy
across the globe. He fill our ears
and eyes after every tragedy that
befalls this country. This man
who has had life handed to him
since day one will soon become
the 45th President of the United
States of America.
I’m not sure if united is really the word to describe this
country right now. Because right
now when I think of the phrase
“President Trump”, I think of
my father’s foster parents, and
their two sons who now have
families of their own, who came
to this country from India in the

1970s. I think of the people in
this country who belittle their
culture and identity to owning
7/11 stores and taking phone
calls for major companies.
I think of the women I grew
up with in Ohio, who have
fought for control over their own
reproductive rights since Governor John Kasich took over the
state in 2011. I think of every
single member of the LGBT+,
Black and Latino communities
that I have met and befriended
in my life, and I cannot begin to
even pretend to be able to comprehend how they feel about this
election.
Because regardless of how
legislation goes for Trump (since
the Republicans control both
the House and the Senate my
guess is things will go well for
him) his effect on our culture
and how we see other human
beings in this country is significantly more frightening.
A message was clearly sent in
this election season that people
are tired of how things are being done in the political system.
When it came to Bernie Sanders and Gary Johnson, I saw
that these were men who were
trying to positive things for this
country. Sanders is one of those
most amazing public servants
I have ever seen, and Johnson

thinks outside of the box to say
the least.
While I don’t agree that we
should abolish the Department
of Education (Johnson loses me
there) or that we should leave
ISIS and the Middle East to
solve their own problems (Sorry
Bernie, but it’s a little late to pull
out of their affairs now), I still
believe that these men represent
a positive change to our system.
Donald Trump does not.
Trump represents the things inside of me that I am not proud
of, like the extreme privilege I
have in this country being both
male and white. He disenfranchises countless Republicans
who know just how dangerous a
man with his ideas can be.
His comments about women,
Muslims, Blacks and Hispanics, the disabled and every other marginalized group in this
country are horrid, and I will
never look at the word “pussy”
the same way again.
He has pulled out the resentment and hate inside of millions
of white Americans that believe
the system is unfair to them, and
it’s troubling to say the absolute
least.
But it’s not the only reason
that Trump was able to win.
Hillary Clinton isn’t a candidate
that inspired people within her

own party to vote. Outside of
whatever you believe about the
Democratic party primaries, or
the e-mails, or what happened
in Benghazi, Clinton is a career
politician who has wanted to
be president since before I was
born. She has tried her hardest
for sure, and I think we are way
behind the times in the fact that
we have yet to have a woman
president.
Her failing to become president says a lot about the divide
between her and her party just
as much as Trump’s divide from
Republicans. Trump tapped
into the core of Republicans
voters in rural areas, most of
which are religious, xenophobic
and uneducated (not speaking
from hate, only from statistics).
They see Trump “telling it
like it is”, and feel that he strikes
something within them that other Republicans simply have not
been able to.
Clinton, while picking up
a huge portion of votes from
women and minority groups,
lost a large portion of Bernie
Sanders supporters after the
controversy surrounding the
primary. Do I think that’s why
she lost? Not necessarily, but I
really wonder how many of the
“Bernie-or-Bust” voters actually
voted. They are part of a popu-

lation that is drifting from what
many consider the Democratic
party, just as the Trump voting
population is drifting away from
the Republican party.
I’d be lying if I said that I
wasn’t hoping to vote for Bernie
Sanders in the 2016 election. But
it didn’t happen that way, and
I don’t know if how I feel says
more about me or the Democratic party. Because I don’t feel
Hillary Clinton represents me as
president. Granted, she’s not the
epitome of everything wrong
with this country like Trump, or
as I said earlier, myself.
Maybe that’s a different conversation that needs to happen
to explain that disconnect. Clinton was the safer bet, and that
logic won her the candidacy. But
it wasn’t enough to win her the
White House.
I don’t know if our two-party
system is broken, I think that is
for each individual to decide. But
what is clear is that the people in
power are not fully representing
the people of the United States
anymore and there is a serious
divide in both parties. This has
to be fixed because right now,
there is no unity in these United States. And for the next four
years, love will not trump hate in
Donald Trump’s America.

6

[amendment to
constitutional rights]
This act declares that the people of Washington State
support amending the U.S. Constitution to elimate
the inﬂuence on elections that money from corporations may have. This amendment also would overturn Supreme Court rulings such as Citizens United
v. FEC which extended constitutional rights to corporations. This measure passed with 1,207,256 ‘Yes’
votes to 685,488 ‘No’ votes.

[minimum wage]
This measure is intended to raise the state minimum
wage to approximately $13.50 by the year 2020. It
will also make it so employers are now required to
provide paid sick leave to their employees. This measure passed with 1,175,481 ‘Yes’ votes to 800,889
‘No’ votes.

7

*Final results as of Wednesday, Nov. 9 at 12:28 p.m.

Donald Trump

279

electoral votes

Hillary Clinton

228

electoral votes

Patty Murray

Jay Inslee

Chris Vance

Bill Bryant
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Harvest Fest run burns off
pre-turkey feast calories
By Lindsey Powers

powersli@cwu.edu | @lindseympowers_

This week, CWU student
media will be hosting the Harvest 5K. The purpose of the
event is to raise money for
Pulse magazine and Observer
members to attend additional
trainings and conferences.
Tara Long, CWU’s Student
Media Business Manager, explained, “We wanted to oﬀer
something a bit diﬀerent, and
with that chose to have an event
geared more towards faculty
and staﬀ and their families.”
Student media has yearly
fundraisers but the Harvest 5K
is the newest addition to their
event schedule. It is the hope
of all involved that the event is
a family-friendly, fun environment, in which media staﬀ and
students come together and enjoy a little healthy competition.
Student media has always

shown creativity and originality not only in its written works
but also in its fundraising and
team building, and this event is
no exception.
Nick Moskaluk, a sophomore
majoring in English, has shown
interest in the Harvest 5K, and
said that although he rarely
considers participating in races
he feels, “that this isn’t just another run the school is throwing. This seems to actually be
very well put together, and is
something I would strongly
consider running in.”
Along with both the 5K run
and the 1K run, the event will
host a variety of other events for
all those who attend. There will
be cupcakes and other baked
goods provided by Cle Elum’s
509 Bake House, two bouncy
houses for the younger runners
and a giant swing for ages 10+.
A professional photographer
who will be there to capture the

event—whose photos will be
eligible for free download after
the event.
There are prizes for the
winners as well; the male and
female winners of the 5K will
win a free Thanksgiving turkey.
Wellington the Wildcat will also
be there to hand out medals to
all runners along with congratulatory high-ﬁves and hugs.
Sign-ups can be done are
still open and tickets are being
sold at $20 for the 5K and $12
for the 1K until Nov. 11. Registration can also be done the
day of the race and prices are
$25 for the 5K and $15 for the
1K. Go to the CWU Observer
Facebook page for the link to
the race’s website to purchase
tickets and more information.
The race oﬃcially starts at 9
a.m. on Saturday and bib pickup and registration starts at
8:30 a.m. All racers will meet at
the CWU Challenge Course.

The Observer

Left: The 5K course starts at the Challenge Course and wraps around campus.
Right: The 1K course starts at the Challenge Course and follows a trail through nearby Mcelroy Park.

CWU celebrates diversity
By Will Schorno
schornowi@cwu.edu

Join the Center for Diversity and Social Justice (CDSJ) as
they celebrate the 9th annual
Parade of Nations on Nov. 17
in the SURC Ballroom. The Parade of Nations is a personiﬁed
celebration of diversity across
the globe.
This free event is a running
reminder of how CWU’s diverse student body uses cultural
diﬀerences to better understand
and come together as people. All
cultures are welcome and students are invited to participate by
showing pride in their heritage.
The celebratory display consists of culture-speciﬁc dances
blended with musical performances from societies around
the world. A multi-cultural
fashion show will also take center stage to illustrate trends and
styles originating from all over
the globe.
Sunﬂowers, a local Ellensburg
all-female dance group, will perform Indian folk and Bollywood
dances from India at Parade of
Nations. In addition to the fash-

ion and music showcased at the
parade of nations, the Sunﬂowers hope to liven up an already
colorful and diverse show with
beautifully choreographed Bollywood dances.
The list of nations currently
on the roster to be represented
in the parade include: Mexico
and the Philippines, among others, though the list is still open
for new additions. According to
representatives from CDSJ, all
cultures and ethnic background
are open for representation.
CDSJ representatives also said
to let them know if an additional cultural background could be
showcased in the parade.
The cultures that can be represented do not have to be from
a participant’s family background; they can also be one
that the participant simply has
an aﬃnity for. One of the goals
of Parade of Nations is to make
sure that all countries and cultures are represented, especially
the ones that usually go unrepresented in the world at large.
Right now CDSJ is looking
for people who want to participate in the Parade of Nations

and is still accepting sign-ups.
The sign-up sheets can be
found in the CDSJ oﬃce in
SURC 250-253.

OBSERVER HEALTH

Ask

Dr. H

Dear Dr. H,
How does Plan B affect your body?

Dear Student,
Plan B, or emergency contraception, is hormonal birth
control that can prevent pregnancy after unprotected sex or
contraception failure. Although
it has been referred to as the
“Morning After Pill,” Plan B
can be used up to ﬁve days after
unprotected sex but it is most
eﬀective when taken within the
ﬁrst 72 hours. Plan B is a safe
and eﬀective way to reduce the
chance of pregnancy when other contraception was not used,
or incorrectly used, prior to sex.
Because accidents can, and
do, happen, many people have
relied on emergency contraception to reduce the chances
of pregnancy and for the most
part have not had any side effects. However, according to the
Food and Drug Administration,
some people who have taken
Plan B report having an upset
stomach, feeling lightheaded or
dizzy or breast tenderness.
Also, Plan B can slightly affect your next period – lighter or heavier, sooner or later.
If an upset stomach causes
vomiting Plan B may not be
eﬀective and thus, you should
speak with your provider for
another dosage.
In previous years, emergency
contraception has been confused for an “abortion pill” but
Plan B can only prevent a pregnancy, similar to a daily birth
control pill, and cannot terminate one. Depending where
you are at in your menstrual
cycle, emergency contraception
can prevent or delay ovulation
or it can interfere with the fertilization of an egg, in the event
one has been released.
Plan B is just one of several
types of emergency contraception on the market. These are
available, without prescription,
at Planned Parenthood in Ellensburg and at our campus
Student Medical and Counseling Center.
Dear Dr. H,
If it’s your ﬁrst time, should a dialogue happen? Or should you just
cross your ﬁngers and hope for the
best?
Dear Student,
If it’s your ﬁrst time playing

the Washington State Lottery,
yes, cross your ﬁngers and hope
for the best. If it’s your other ﬁrst time you can still cross
your ﬁngers and hope for the
best but only after a dialogue
has occurred.
Somewhere along the way,
talking about sex got a bad
reputation and thanks to the
movies we have this idea that
“spontaneous” sex is the best
sex—when it just happens. But,
we’d be in a lot of trouble if we
believed everything we saw in
the movies.
If you’ve never had sex before, or you have never had
sex with your current partner,
a discussion is absolutely mandatory. In fact, it’s the law—at
the very least there needs to be
a dialogue about consent. Do
you have explicit conﬁrmation
that your partner wants to engage in the sexual activity that
you’re about to engage in?
Yes? Awesome.
Next, why cross your ﬁngers
and hope for the best when you
can ask your partner what they
like and enjoy and plan for the
best? I’ve heard students say
that talking about sex “ruins
the mood.” My go-to response
is that if talking about the sex
you’re about to have ruins the
“mood,” there was no “mood”
to begin with.
Now, I’m not suggesting that
you give a detailed play by play,
forecasting your every next
move but a check-in to see if
your partner is enjoying what’s
going on won’t hurt and it lets
your partner know you care
about their experience as well.
I get that talking about sex
can be awkward, especially if
you have little to no experience
with it. I love what Paul Joannides, author of the “Guide
to Getting it On,” has to say:
“Imagine going to a restaurant where the chef served
you whatever he or she felt like
ﬁxing instead of giving you a
choice. Imagine a gardener
who never asked, ‘How do you
like your bushes trimmed?’ Yet,
when it comes to sex, many of
us assume that we know what
our partner wants, or we clam
up instead of giving feedback.”
So, what’s there to talk about?

Dr. Jill Hoxmeier is a public health professor at CWU.
Send anonymous public health and sex related questions to
askdrh@cwuobserver.com and have them answered here.

This column sponsored by:
Having access
to high quality
and supportive
expert care is
critical.

Photo Courtesy of CDSJ

One of the dancers from the Paciﬁc Islands shows oﬀ
her moves at the 2012 Parade of Nations.

Your insurance
accepted.
Ellensburg
Health Center
613 N. Pine St.
Schedule online:
PPGWNI.ORG
1.800.230.PLAN
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Come explore gray matter
By Jacob Quinn
jocularjakoby@gmail.com

The brain is a mysterious and
often diﬃcult organ to understand, especially when it comes
to feelings and other psychological processes. Luckily, the
Psychology Club is here to help
students learn more about what
is going on inside their heads.
“It’s about learning more
about psychology,” Kendra Key,
a senior psychology major and
club secretary said. “We can
give [students] insight on what
psychology is, what the club is
about and what the psychology
profession has to oﬀer them.”
The organization has been
a staple at CWU for over 20
years. Associate Professor of
Psychology Wendy Williams,
Ph.D., is the club advisor and
she has been with the club
since the beginning. Kennedy
Emard, a senior in psychology,
is the current president.
“I think I personally bring a
sense of wanting to include others,“ Emard said. “I have a ton
of empathy for people and was
born with this empathic personality that I’m able to bring to the
club and make sure everyone
feels their words are being heard.
That’s where I think leadership
comes from. Being able to put

Meetings
When: Wednesdays 5
p.m.
Where: Psychology Building room 471

yourself in the shoes of others
and knowing what they’re going
through and knowing from their
side how you can help them.”
The club meetings consist of
psychological topics and talks
from professors and professionals in the ﬁeld.
So far this quarter, two professors and one psychology professional have spoken to the club.
Dr Fred Washburn, an assistant professor of psychology at
CWU, was the favorite among
all sources.
“He teaches Clinical Community and Counseling Psychology,” Emard said. “That was
one of my favorite classes, so I
got him to come in.”
Dr. Washburn spent that
meeting talking about the “Do’s
and Don’ts of Grad School.”
“Don’t show up for the interview drunk,” Key joked “Get
your application in on time.
But also important steps in the
process, like our interview skills,
what to put on your application

Jack Lambert/The Observer

Psychology Club’s quote wall of inspirational quotes in the Psychology Building goes up during one of their ﬁrst meetings.

and what to put on a personal
statement that actually exempliﬁes who you are.”
Some meetings hit close to
home. Sleep paralysis was one
of those topics, as a few of
the club members and Pastor
Flores, a sophomore business
and psychology major and club
development oﬃcer, suﬀer from
the condition.
“When it happens to me,

my eyes are open and I can see
the room, but I can’t move my
body,” Flores said. “No matter
how hard I try, I can’t move,
and usually I see a shadow out
my window. Some people see
demons or creepy things come
into their room. I’ve learned to
manage it where I’m just like,
‘its sleep paralysis, I’m okay and
I’ll lay here until it goes away.’”
Every year the club raises

money to go to the Washington
Psychology Association (WTA)
convention in April.
“We could potentially meet
with grad schools there,” Jadvir
Gill, a sophomore psychology
major and treasurer of the club
said. “Famous psychologists
like Philip Zimbardo and other
researchers and professors presenting their own research, trying to get their name out there.”
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Return of Rodgers
By Rachel Greve

guards and point guards in the
NBA,” Rodgers said. “I watch
film to learn from my past misAfter suffering a devastating takes and learn from my friends
knee injury last October, tear- in the NBA.”
One of only two players who
ing his meniscus, fractured his
tibia and sprained his MCL and have been on the team the lonPatellar tendons. CWU junior gest, it is evident that Rodgers
point guard Marc Rodgers now is a leader on and off the court
returns to the court healthier with his teammates.
“I expect him to really set
than ever.
Rodgers and the team are a good example for the rest of
gearing up for another tough his teammates and for him to
play a big part
GNAC season.
and role in our
During his
high
school
His knowledge and success,” Harris
years at Capassion of the game make said.
As one of
thedral
High
him able to portray what
he sees on the court to his the oldest playSchool in Los
teammates.
ers on the team,
Angeles, RodgRodgers is hopers helped lead
Drew Harris, Head Associate Coach
ing to be an inhis team to two
spiration to his
regional championships and
broke the single season assist re- younger teammates like those he
once had when he was a freshcord in his senior year.
As the starting point guard man on the team. Rodgers is gohis sophomore season, Rodgers ing into the season with a new
scored 110 points with 76 assists, motto “expect the worst and
and helped lead the team to the embrace the best” and hopes to
inspire his teammates to do the
GNAC quarterfinals in 2015.
“His knowledge and pas- same.
“[He’s] a vocal leader on the
sion of the game make him able
to portray what he sees on the floor,” teammate Jerome Bryant
court to his teammates,” Head said.
As the two oldest on the
Associate Coach Drew Harris
team Rodgers and teammate
said.
Rodgers spends anywhere Terry Dawn have a lot of teachfrom seven to 10 hours a week ing to do.
“I’m excited. We have a realstudying basketball and learning
how to be a better teammate ly young team this year, and they
are good,” Rodgers said.
and player.
Junior forward Jerome Bry“I watch film of anyone from
myself to other collegiate point ant has been playing with RodRachel.Greve@cwu.edu | @Rachel_Greve

“”

gers since high school, and their
shared history has created a
bond many can only dream of.
“[He] always looks to pass
the ball to me when we are on
the court; we have really good
chemistry,” Bryant said.
After playing together for
four seasons, the duo hopes to
reconnect now that Rodgers is
back on the court.
“He’s an unselfish player,”
Bryant said.
A very selfless player, Rodgers’ goals for his junior season
are to go undefeated as a team
and to earn a conference championship.
“I want to beat Western this
year” Rodgers said.
He missed out on the win at
Western Washington University
last winter.
Rodgers returns to the
floor this season hoping to stay
healthy this season.
“I realized how quick I could
have lost basketball and how it
could have been gone forever,”
Rodgers said.
Aware that he has fewer
games ahead of him than behind him, Rodgers is ready to
give this season his all.
Rodgers and the team are
gearing up to head down to Seaside, CA to take on California
State University San Bernardino
and California State Monterey
Bay University before returning
home to take on Washington
State University Tuesday Nov.
15 in Kennewick.

Xander Fu/The Observer

Marc Rodgers averaged 4.2 points and 2.9 assists per game in the 2014-15 season.

Basketball prepares for road trip

By Natalie Hyland

Natalie.Hyland@cwu.edu | @NatalieRene13

The CWU Women’s Basketball team faces off against
two strong California Collegiate
Athletic Association teams, the
Stanislaus State Warriors and
the Cal State Monterey Bay Otters in Portland, Oregon Nov.
11 and 12.
“They play fast and speed
up the game. [It’s] different than
how we play, but we will match
up,” head Coach Jeff Harada
said.
While Harada is in his third
season with CWU, he brings
over fifteen years of experience
to the court.
In preparation for the event,
the Wildcats watch game film to
better assess the returning players from their rival teams and
gauge what to expect from their
competition.
The majority of the Wildcats’ roster this season consists
of underclassmen, with guard
Kourtney Grattic as the only
rostered senior. However, that
doesn’t change anything in Harada’s mind as far as what he expects of his team.
“It’s easy to use youth as an
excuse,” Harada said. “[But] it
doesn’t matter what age you are.
We expect [our players] to be

Xander Fu/The Observer

The women’s basketball prepares for a five game road-trip taking them to Portland, Oregon and Honolulu and Laie, Hawaii.

ready to play.”
Harada and his team spent
the first few games figuring out
which players fit best in which
roles. A tough loss followed by a
win, has given the team a good
idea of what works and what
doesn’t.
The Wildcats opened their
season with a non-league loss
against the University of Washington 97-66 Oct. 29 and a 7544 win against the Pacific Lutheran Lutes on Nov. 4.
Harada strongly believes the
difference between these two
games is simply that the shots
that didn’t and wouldn’t drop
during the UW game were able
to drop during the PLU game.
Even with the win, not every-

thing was smooth sailing.
“We made some mistakes we
can’t make against [Stanislaus
State and Cal State, Monterey
Bay],” Harada said.
Harada hopes the shots will
keep dropping for Wildcats to
get two wins on the road to start
the season.
Some of the players to keep
an eye on this season are point
guard Jasmin Edwards, guard
Sadie Mensing and new addition, forward Taylor Baird.
“There’s a lot more depth
this year [than in past years],”
Edwards said.
Edwards is in her third season with the Wildcats. Her accolades include GNAC Freshman of the Year for the 2014-15

season and GNAC second-team
honors in her sophomore season last year.
“There’s a lot of good team
chemistry and we hope to build
on that” she said of her hopes
for the upcoming games. “It’s
important to play well so we can
rank well against them in the
postseason.”
Last season, sophomore Sadie Mensing averaged 3.5 points
in 29 games and averaged 2.8
rebounds per game.
“Mensing is aggressive on
both sides of the ball,” coach
Jeff Harada said.
Baird, a transfer from Southern Utah University, boasts Division I level experience, which
could prove vital for CWU.

Baird hopes there will be no
shortage of points in the upcoming games.
“I hope to come away with
two road wins,” Baird said.
“[These teams] will be a good
look at the rest of the season.”
CWU women’s basketball
has a common goal throughout the team—competing for
a GNAC title. So far the only
things standing in their way are
their opponents for this weekend.
The Stanislaus State Warriors opened their season with
losses against UC Davis 84-47
and the University of Nevada
Wolf Pack 91-77.
The Cal. State (Monterey
Bay) Otters met University of
San Francisco coming away with
a 99-65 loss against the Bulls,
before joining CWU and three
other teams in Portland for the
GNAC/CCAA challenge.
The Wildcats’ next five
games will be on the road starting with two games against the
California teams followed by
three games in Hawaii Nov. 16,
18 and 19.
The next time to see the
Wildcats at home will be Nov.
25-26 when they host a tournament that will include Cal State,
San Bernardino, Hawaii Pacific
and Northwest Nazarene.
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a 41-0 victory over Simon Fraser University, where the team
“Seniors” from page 1
and its players broke several
school and conference records.
“I think in this league when Quarterback Justin Lane broke
you’re playing everybody twice, the school records for passing
it’s always a challenge regard- eﬃciency in a game (297.9) and
less of how successful or unsuc- yards per attempt in a game
cessful you were the ﬁrst time (16.1), while wide receiver Jesse
around,” Shoemaker said. “The Zalk broke ﬁve school records,
teams change, they evolve, in- including receiving yards in a
juries hapgame (307),
pen, guys
receiving
get healthy.
touchdowns
It’s
good
that
we’re
doing
[HSU] is
(5) and cait here and there’s a bunch of reer all-pura unique
challenge,
us that are seniors, and it’s a pose yards
it’s its own
(5,076).
good way to go out.
g a m e ,
Zalk’s
reits
own
ceiving
yards
Tovar Sanchez, Defensive Lineman
preparaand touchtion week.
downs are are my guys now. They were inI think they’re a good team. I both GNAC records as well.
herited, but they’ve learned how
think we can go out and comCoach Shoemaker knows to do things the way we want
pete with them and hopefully the play of seniors like Zalk, them to, they’ve learned how
have a similar result. But we’re Sanchez and Lane, players who to accept a challenge. These
not anticipating that by any came to the school long before are my guys and I’m excited to
means.”
Shoemaker
see them go
Tovar Sanchez, senior de- was hired
out for their
fensive lineman who owns the in
2014,
last
game
CWU record for sacks, is happy have been
It’s a bitter sweet feeling. at Tomlinthat the ﬁnal game is coming at integral to
Obviously, I grew up playing son Stadium
home.
the success
football and it’s all I’ve known in front of
“It feels good to have our last of the team
the
home
since I was a kid. Having it crowd.”
game be a home game, for the this year.
fans and everything,” Sanchez
end is bitter sweet.
“There
T h e
said “It’s good that we’re doing were growLumberMax McIntosh, Safety
it here and there’s a bunch of us ing pains
jacks,
who
that are seniors, and it’s a good when I ﬁrst
won the GNAC last year, have
way to go out. They’ve always got here, any transition is going won three straight after losing
been a good rivalry, I’m glad to have that,” Shoemaker said. to CWU and Azusa Paciﬁc (9-1
they’re our last game. They’re “What you look at though, is overall, 8-0 GNAC) in backgoing to come out and compete that these are the guys that have to-back weeks. They are led by
so it should be a good game.”
bought in the most and have junior running back Ja’Quan
The Wildcats are coming oﬀ lived up to the expectations and Gardner, who has more rush-

“

”

“

”

Photos by Xander Fu/The Observer

The Wildcats are preparing for their ﬁnal game of the season where many seniors will be playing their last game of their career.
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ing yards (1248) than the next really execute what we’ve been
three GNAC leading rushers doing these last couple games.”
Blake Williams-Miller, senior
combined (1246), along with 18
linebacker, says that while winrushing touchdowns.
Uso Olive, who transferred ning in front of the home crowd
from Division I school Univer- is the goal, making a statement
is more imsity of Wyoportant.
ming in 2015,
“ I t ’s
says that after
It’s going to be pretty emo- better than
CWU and
at
Humboldt
tional, but it should be fun to being
an
away
State’s preride another game out with
game,”
vious game
my brothers.
W i l this
year,
liams-Millhe swapped
Blake Williams-Miller, Linebacker
er said. “It’s
numbers
going to be
with Gardner
to keep in touch throughout the pretty emotional, but it should
be fun to ride another game out
season.
“I talked to Gardner last with my brothers. We want to
night,” Olive said. “Me and show that what happened down
him shared some back and forth [at Humboldt State] wasn’t a
smack talking in the ﬁrst game, ﬂuke or anything, that we’re seand after the game I shook his rious. It’s just another game that
hand and got his phone number. we want to come out, compete
Last night I told him that I’ll see and get the W.”
Dealing with the emotion of
him this weekend and he said,
‘Give me some wiggle room’ this game is diﬀerent for every
with the laughing emoji, so it player, as senior quarterback
feels good to know he respects Justin Lane feels he has not dealt
with the fact that this is the last
our defense.”
Josh Stolz, senior center, game of his football playing cathinks the opportunity to beat reer.
“It’s a little weird feeling,”
Humboldt State a second time
would be a good way for the se- Lane said. “It’s something you
niors to end their collegiate ca- only get once, having it be your
reers, as the team’s victory ear- last game. I don’t know, it hasn’t
lier in the season was their ﬁrst really hit me yet. Preparing is
since 2013 against Humboldt gonna take my mind oﬀ it, but
I’m sure once the game hits,
State.
“We feel pretty conﬁdent, but fourth quarter, it’ll probably be
we know how good of a team then. But I want to put us in the
they are,” Stolz said. “They’re best possible position to have a
a tough group, they play hard. chance [to win].”
The game will start at noon
Their defensive group is good;
their oﬀense is really good with on Saturday, with a special certheir running back. We just have emony before kick-oﬀ for the
to stay focused this week and seniors.

“

”
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Tufaga rushes his way to the lineup
Jordan Tufaga is a redshirt freshman running back from Anchorage, Alaska. Tufaga has rushed for 208 yards in 35 attempts scoring one touchdown, while recording 100 recieving yards and one receiving touchdown.

By Glendal Tautua

Eventually, Tufaga’s father, a
person he attributes much of his
success to, encouraged him to
When you aren’t heavily play the position.
“[My dad] said ‘just try it,’ so
recruited, that feeling on your
shoulder is more like a chip, I did.”
Little did they know, that
pushing you to prove that you
are just as good--or better.
decision to play running back
For running back Jordan would ultimately give way to the
Tufaga, a
opportunity
preferred
to play colwalk-on
lege football.
for CWU
But I know this is what my
Not very
during his
many
scouts
dad would want me to do and
freshman
visit
Alaska
my family is proud of me for doyear, this
to
recruit
ing this. It’s about representing
feeling is all
football
the family.
too familplayers, but
iar.
a
football
Jordan Tufaga, Running Back
Tu f a camp held
ga’s footby Tufaga’s high school coach
ball journey began in the 2nd also happened to be a camp that
grade and he hasn’t missed a
Ian Shoemaker, CWU football’s
season since.
Unsure, but inspired by his head Coach, has participated in
father and brother who both for the last three summers.
“While I was up there I got
played the game, Tufaga dea
chance
to meet Jordan and his
cided he’d give football a shot
father,”
Shoemaker
said. “Jorand it wasn’t long before his
dan was coming out at that time
natural talent emerged.
“My second year playing and it was a great opportunity
there was an onside-kick that I for us to add a guy I thought
picked up and scored,” Tufaga was pretty athletic and did some
said. “that’s when my coach good things.”
Although there was interest
asked if I wanted to play runin Jordan’s abilities, his battle
ning back and I said no.”
Glendal.Correa@cwu.edu | @GTautua59

“”

was far from over. Jordan would
be offered an opportunity as a
preferred walk-on and would
have to earn his spot and scholarship.
“You can kind of tell who’s
on scholarship and the guys who
aren’t,” Tufaga said. “At first
you feel like just a guy on the
practice squad. I kind of felt out
of place, but I knew I was good
enough to be on the team.”
Along with fighting to see
the field, Tufaga is also balancing school and—like many Polynesian athletes—getting used to
life away from his main support
system: his family.
“It’s hard not being able to
actually see my family,” Tufaga
said. “But I know this is what my
dad would want me to do and
my family is proud of me for doing this. It’s about representing
the family.”
And that’s exactly what
Tufaga did.
After his first year as a walkon, the coaching staff at CWU
decided during the offseason
that he had earned himself a
partial scholarship.
“He was named one of the
top offensive scouts,” Shoemaker said. “It goes into academics,

weight lifting and all the things
that we ask our guys to do and
he showed us that he’s able to do
that.”
In a year’s time, Tufaga went
from working for a spot to making impressive plays on game
days.
With 429 all-purpose yards,
a blocked punt against Azusa Pacific University and two
touchdowns on the season,
Tufaga is lucky his dad encouraged him to play running back
at a young age.

As the accolades and stats
continue to pile up for Tufaga,
he acknowledges the journey
and wants other Polynesian
athletes to know that nothing
comes easy.
“You need perseverance.
Nothing comes easy,” Tufaga
said. “You can be athletically
gifted like many Polynesian kids
are, but there’s books, community involvement and many other things. Many of you will have
to leave your families, so just be
prepared to push through it.”

